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Details of Visit:

Author: Popitin
Location 2: Central London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 17 Jun 2010 4.45pm
Duration of Visit: 10mins
Amount Paid: 27
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Typical walkup with spiral staircase up to 2 floors. Lucy was on the top floor. The top flat is on two
levels , the bedroom situated on the 2nd level and comparatively large with ensuite toilet.

The Lady:

Pretty slim tanned 20 year old romanian brunnette , long slim legs and nice handful sized breasts.

The Story:

Lucy greeted me wearing a thong and small red top tied around her mid-drift, no bra , breasts
hanging nicely against the material. Thought "very nice" to myself and quickly parted with my cash
in return for sex and oral thinking "bargain".
Lead upstairs to the large bedroom and got naked. Lucy looked nice, her bum cheeks nicely round ,
plump and smooth. Her breasts also plump, soft and plyable with large nipples.
Laid together on the bed stroking her young smooth skin as she prepared , then on with the condom
and lowered herself to give me a nice blowjob with good variation and a committed attitude. Did not
seem to mind as i arranged her hair for a better view, slowing adding more pressure and pumping
her head vigorously until ready for sex.
Into missionary and found her pussy to be nicely tight and warm. Lucy was fairly quiet throughout
but smiled nicely as i fucked her. During the action she felt lovely as our skin brushed together her
large nipples now standing up fully erect and her hair smelt fresh as our cheeks touched. Tried to
hold on but eventually overwhelmed by a satisfying orgasm.
Recommended for a good experience with genuinely young sexy girl. May return but with so many
other regulars and gorgeous newcomers probably not as although a lovely encounter just seemed a
little too distant from proceedings.
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